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ABSTRACT

Multiple objective assessment of image-quality (OAIQ)-based studies have reported that several deep-learning
(DL)-based denoising methods show limited performance on signal-detection tasks. Our goal was to investigate
the reasons for this limited performance. To achieve this goal, we conducted a task-based characterization of
a DL-based denoising approach for individual signal properties. We conducted this study in the context of
evaluating a DL-based approach for denoising single photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT) images.
The training data consisted of signals of different sizes and shapes within a clustered-lumpy background, im-
aged with a 2D parallel-hole-collimator SPECT system. The projections were generated at normal and 20%
low-count level, both of which were reconstructed using an ordered-subset-expectation-maximization (OSEM)
algorithm. A convolutional neural network (CNN)-based denoiser was trained to process the low-count im-
ages. The performance of this CNN was characterized for five different signal sizes and four different signal-to-
background ratio (SBRs) by designing each evaluation as a signal-known-exactly/background-known-statistically
(SKE/BKS) signal-detection task. Performance on this task was evaluated using an anthropomorphic channel-
ized Hotelling observer (CHO). As in previous studies, we observed that the DL-based denoising method did not
improve performance on signal-detection tasks. Evaluation using the idea of observer-study-based characteriza-
tion demonstrated that the DL-based denoising approach did not improve performance on the signal-detection
task for any of the signal types. Overall, these results provide new insights on the performance of the DL-based
denoising approach as a function of signal size and contrast. More generally, the observer study-based charac-
terization provides a mechanism to evaluate the sensitivity of the method to specific object properties, and may
be explored as analogous to characterizations such as modulation transfer function for linear systems. Finally,
this work underscores the need for objective task-based evaluation of DL-based denoising approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Deep-learning (DL)-based methods are showing significant interest in medical imaging, and in particular, in
applications such as denoising.1–3 Typically, these methods are evaluated using figures of merits (FoMs) such as
structural similarity index (SSIM) and root mean square error (RMSE).4–6 These fidelity-based FoMs measure
the difference between the image obtained using DL-based approaches and a certain reference image. However,
medical images are acquired for specific clinical tasks such as signal detection and quantification.7,8 Thus, ideally,
DL-based denoising approaches should be evaluated based on relevant clinical tasks.

Recently, multiple studies have shown that several DL-based denoising methods may yield limited performance
on signal-detection tasks.9,10 For example, it was observed that when evaluated on the task of detecting cardiac
perfusion defects, a DL-based denoising approach developed for myocardial perfusion SPECT yielded similar
or degraded performance as that obtained without applying denoising, even though the fidelity-based FoMs
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suggested that denoising was imrpoving performance.9 Given the promise and wide application of DL-based
denoising approaches, these studies motivate further investigation for the reasons of the limited task performance
of DL-based denoising approaches.

The goal of this study is to investigate reasons for limited task performance of a commonly used DL-based
denoising approach. For this purpose, we developed an approach to characterize the performance of DL-based
methods. Generally, tools such as Fourier analysis, singular value decomposition,11 modulation transfer func-
tion,12 and Fourier cross-talk matrix8,13 are used to characterize new imaging methods. However, these tools
assume linearity of the underlying imaging system. In contrast, DL-based methods are typically highly non-
linear and shift variant. Thus, these tools may have limited applicability in analysis of DL-based methods. An
additional issue is that the characterization provided by these tools may not directly relate to task performance,
although there are ongoing efforts to address this challenge. To address these issues, we propose an observer-
study-based characterization of DL-based methods that quantifies the performance of these methods for specific
signal properties. We then use this approach to characterize a DL-based denoising method. This characterization
then provides insights on the reasons for the limited performance of this method.

The paper is organized as follows. In the Sec. 2.1.4, we describe the details of the DL-based denoising
approach. Next, we describe components of the observer-study-based characterization in Sec. 2.1. Related
results are shown in Sec. 3, followed by the conclusion and discussions in Sec. 4.

2. METHOD

We conducted this study in the context of denoising SPECT images acquired at low counts. This was a simulation-
based study, where objects with a circular signal within clustered-lumpy background (CLB) and 2-D parallel-hole
collimator SPECT system were simulated. A commonly used DL-based denoising approach was evaluated both
on fidelity-based FoMs, including RMSE and SSIM, and on the task of detecting the signal. We then characterized
the performance of the DL-based denoising approach using an observer study-based characterization. In this
section, we describe the individual components of our study.

2.1 Observer-study-based characterization

The observer-study-based characterization is rooted in principles of objective assessment of image quality, but,
instead of quantifying the performance of the method over a population, quantifies performance for specific signal
properties. The characterization consists of following components.

2.1.1 Definition of task

As mentioned above, we objectively evaluated the DL-based denoising approach on the task of detecting signal
in the images. We designed signals with five signal sizes and four signal-to-background ratio (SBR) values, a
total of 20 types of signals, as described in more detail in the next sub-section.

We designed the signal-detection task where, in the different realizations, the signal properties (size, location,
extent) were fixed while the background varied. In other words, for each signal type, we had an equivalent to
signal-known-exactly/background-known-statistically (SKE/BKS) task. Since there were 20 signal types, there
were a total of 20 SKE/BKS studies. The signal-detection performance of the DL-based denoising approach was
characterized by all the 20 SKE/BKS studies.

2.1.2 Object model

The objects were divided into two categories, namely the signal-absent case, denoted by H0, and signal-present
case, denoted by H1. Let f , fb and fs denote the object, background, and signal, respectively. Then, the images
under two hypotheses are given by

f =

{
fb, if f ∈ H0

fb + fs, if f ∈ H1.
(1)

The background fb was generated from a clustered lumpy background (CLB) model14 with parameters shown
in Table 1.



Table 1. Parameters of the CLB model used in this study.

Mean number of clusters Mean number of blobs Lx [pixel] Ly [pixel] α β σφ [pixel]
150 20 5 2 1.25 0.5 24

The signal fs was designed to be a circular signal located at the center of the image and characterized by a
specific signal size and signal to background ratio (SBR). The objects were pixelated into 256× 256 pixel images
with pixel size of 0.2 cm.

We evaluated the performance of the DL-based denoising approach for five signal sizes uniformly ranging
from 10 mm to 30 mm, and four SBR values varying between 1.4:1, 1.5:1, 1.8:1, and 2:1. We generated 200
signal-present objects and 200 signal-absent objects for each signal type for testing. One example of an object
with 10 mm signal size and 1.4:1 SBR is shown in Fig. 1(a).

2.1.3 Simulating the image-formation process

A 2D parallel-hole collimator SPECT system was simulated in this study. The system resolution of the SPECT
system was 7 mm at 10 cm depth. Projections were acquired at 120 angular positions spaced uniformly over
180 degrees modeling a constant orbits. Generated projections were collapsed to 0.4 cm projection bins in a
120 × 128 projection image matrix. Then, projections were scaled to a counts level of 200,000 (referred to as
normal counts) and 40,000 counts (referred to as low counts). Poisson noise was added to both the normal and
low-count projections.

The projection data were reconstructed using an ordered-subsets expectation maximization (OSEM)-based
approach with two iterations and four subsets. For each signal type (i.e., each SKE/BKS study), we generated
a total of 4,800 reconstructed images ((1,200 signal-present images + 1,200 signal-absent images)× 2 counts
levels). The reconstructed images were of size 128 × 128, with pixel size of 0.4 cm. Examples of reconstructed
images are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c). The low-count images were then denoised using a commonly used
DL-based denoising approach described in Sec. 2.1.4.

Figure 1. (a) an example of object with 10 mm signal size and 1.4:1 SBR. (b) The same object reconstructed at normal
counts level. (c) The same object reconstructed at 20% low counts level.

2.1.4 DL-based Denoising Approach

The DL-based denoising approach that we investigated9 is one commonly used in medical imaging.2,15–17 To
develop this DL-based denoising approach, we followed best practices that have been recently outlined for
developing AI-based methods for nuclear medicine.18 The approach was based on a convolutional neural network
(CNN). The network has a architecture similar to a 2D U-Net19 with an encoder-decoder architecture with skip
connection. The last convolutional layer was activated using a leaky ReLU activity function, yielding the output
of the network.

The CNN was trained on 4,000 pairs of low-count and normal-count images, by minimizing a mean square error
loss function quantifying the error between the denoised and normal-count images via the Adam optimization



algorithm.20 In the training dataset, we have included both signal-absent and signal-present images with all
signal types. We conducted rigorous five-folds cross validation to ensure the network had not over-fitted. The
CNN was trained using Keras with TensorFlow 1.10.0 on state-of-the-art NVIDIA V100 with 32 GB of memory.
In the testing dataset, we had another 200 low-count signal-absent and 200 low-count signal-present images, for
each type of signals. We refer to this CNN-based approach as the DL-based denoising approach.

2.1.5 Extracting task-specific information

We evaluated the DL-based denoising approach on the task of signal detection in an observer study using an
anthropomorphic model observer. More specifically, a channelized Hotelling observer (CHO) with anthropomor-
phic channels was used, where the anthropomorphic channels were six rotationally symmetric frequency channels
with a starting frequency and channel width of 1/64 cycle per pixel.21 The subsequent channels were adjacent
to the previous channel and had double frequency width of the previous channel. Channels were normalized to
be orthonormal to each other. This led to a 16384× 6 sized channel matrix.

To apply this anthropomorphic CHO, the reconstructed images were scaled to have values in the range of
[0, 255]. The test statistic of each test image was calculated using the leave-one-out strategy.22

2.1.6 Figures of merit

The test statistic of each test image was compared to a threshold, by which the image was classified into signal-
present or signal-absent class. By varying the threshold, we plotted the receiver operating characteristics curve
and calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), using the LABROC4
program. 95% confidence intervals of AUC values were also calculated. We used AUC values to quantify the
performance of the DL-based denoising approach on the signal-detection task. A higher AUC value corresponds
to improved performance on the signal-detection task. We compared the AUC values obtained with normal-
count images, and the low-count images prior to and after applying denoising. We conducted this observer study
for each signal type, yielding a characterization that directly quantifies task performance for individual signal
properties. Further, we calculated the pixel-wise RMSE and SSIM between the images obtained by those two
approaches and the images reconstructed at normal-count level.

3. RESULTS

The evaluation using conventional fidelity-based FoMs showed that the DL-based denoising approach provided
improved performance compared to the images prior to denoising over all signal types, as shown in Table 2.
However, when evaluated on signal-detection task, the AUC values showed that the DL-based denoising approach
did not improve performance on the signal-detection task over all signal types. In fact, the performance only
worsened after applying the denoising operation. These results are similar to results in previous studies9,10,23–25

and again directly contradict the observer-study-based findings.

Table 2. The RMSE, SSIM, and AUC values associated with the images prior to and after denoising were compared. The
confidence intervals are reported with brackets around the upper and lower limits.

RMSE SSIM AUC
Images prior to denoising 0.0562 [0.0561,0.0563] 0.4017 [0.4007,0.4028] 0.8050 [0.7957,0.8144]

Images after denoising 0.0302 [0.0301,0.0304] 0.7743 [0.7738,0.7748] 0.6645 [0.6529,0.6762]

Given these results, we used the proposed observer-study-based characterization to investigate the limited
performance of the DL-based denoising approach. Fig. 2 shows the signal-detection performance of the DL-based
denoising approach evaluated via the observer study for each signal type. AUC values obtained with normal-
count images and low-count images prior to denoising are also shown. We observed that performing the DL-based
denoising operation does not yield superior performance on the defect-detection task for any of the signal types.
This shows that the observations of limited performance of the CNN seen in previous studies9,10,23–25 are valid
not just for a specific population, but across a range of signal sizes and contrasts.

Further, we observed that for an SBR of 2:1, as the size of the signal increased, the difference in the AUC
values before and after applying reduced. This observation suggests that the DL-based denoising approach may
be acting as a low-pass filter that suppresses high-frequency components, thus, providing poor performance when
the signal size is small.



Figure 2. AUC values achieved by the DL-based denoising approach, along with by normal-count images and low-count
images prior to denoising for each signal type.

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

The manuscript demonstrates the use of an observer-study-based characterization to investigate the limited
performance of a DL-based denoising approach. The characterization quantified the performance of the DL-
based denoising approach for different signal types and signal-to-background ratio values on the task of defect
detection. Thus, this framework may serve as a tool to investigate the performance of DL-based approaches.
The underlying motivation for this study was characterizing the performance of a deep-learning-based denoising
approach, given the limited performance that the approach provided on signal-detection tasks. Conventional tools
to characterize imaging methods, such as Fourier analysis, singular value decomposition,11 modulation transfer
function,12 and Fourier cross-talk matrix,8,13 assume linearity and/or shift-invariance of the underlying imaging
system and thus have limitations in characterizing DL-based approaches, which are non-linear and shift variant
operators. Further, these characterization tools may not directly correlate with task performance. To address
these challenges, we proposed an observer-study-based characterization of DL-based methods that quantifies the
performance of these methods for specific signal properties. The observer-study-based characterization provided
a mechanism to evaluate the sensitivity of the method to specific object properties. Thus, this may serve as an
approach to investigate the performance of DL-based methods.

A key challenge that confronts the application of DL-based methods is predicting the failure modes of the
method. The proposed observer-study-based characterization may provide a mechanism to predict these failure
modes. For example, an observer-study-based characterization may reveal that an AI-based denoising algorithm
yields improved detection performance provided that the signal is beyond a certain size, but fails otherwise. In
that case, the user of the method will be aware of the limitations of the technique prior to usage. This will lead
to a more informed use of the DL-based method.

The observer-study-based characterization may also help in learning about the working principles of the
algorithm. For example, in our study, we observed that as the signal size increased, the difference in the



AUC values before and after applying the denoising algorithm reduced. This suggested that the algorithm may
be suppressing the high-frequency features. Learning about these working principles may help improve the
interpretability of these techniques.

In this study, it was observed here that evaluation of the DL-based method on clinical tasks was discordant
with evaluation using fidelity-based figures of merit. This finding, which is similar to findings in previous
studies, continues to underscore the importance of task-based evaluation. To perform such objective task-based
evaluation of DL-based methods, a framework was recently outlined.26 Further, best practices are being defined
to objectively evaluate AI-based methods for nuclear medicine.27 Moreover, recent studies are investigating the
evaluation of DL-based imaging methods for nuclear medicine on specific clinical tasks.28,29 In this context, the
proposed observer study-based characterization can be used to investigate the task performance for individual
signal properties. For example, we evaluated a DL-based transmission-less attenuation compensation method
for SPECT on the task of defect detection.28 The proposed observer-study-based characterization could be used
to analyze the defect-detection performance of this method for different defect types. Overall, the proposed
characterization provides a mechanism to evaluate the sensitivity of new imaging methods to specific object
properties.

In conclusion, an observer-study-based characterization of a DL-based denoising approach enabled studying
the performance of the method on the signal-detection task for specific signal properties. The characterization
revealed that the limited performance of the approach on the task of defect detection was observed over a range of
signal sizes and contrasts. More generally, this characterization provides a mechanism to study the performance
of a broad class of DL-based approaches for medical imaging on specific clinical tasks.
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